However, in several of these states the open primary format and the right of crossover voting enjoyed a great deal of popular support, causing state Democrats to refuse to comply with the rule (Wekkin 1984: 50-60, 152-54) . The open-versusclosed primary dispute between the national and state parties simmered for eight years, as Wisconsin and Montana Democrats successfully defied rule 2A in both 1976 and 1980. Then, the U.S. Supreme Court capped the dispute by ruling that members of the national party have a First Amendment right to limit participation in their national convention delegate selection process to sworn Democrats only, and that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits state abridgement of this right {Democratic Party of U.S. v. La Follette, 101 S.Ct. 1010 [1981] . Consequendy, Democrats in Wisconsin, Montana, and several other states used to holding open or "cross-over" (nominally closed) primaries switched to delegate selection caucuses in 1984, rather than force their voters to register by party or declare their party affiliation in writing at the polls.
One such state was Arkansas, where the caucuses held in 1984 were regarded by many as a failure. Many precinct caucuses in Little Rock were understaffed and required hours to register the unexpectedly large numbers which turned out; many caucuses in rural and small-city precincts experienced uncertain management by local regulars unfamiliar with the novel procedure; and the supporters of Gary Hart and Jesse Jackson resented the apportionment system which netted their candidates fewer delegates than was commensurate with their share of the statewide vote (Arkansas Democrat: 18 March 1984). Many elected officials and party officials issued public statements calling for a return to the presidential primary format in 1988. Undoubtedly, presidential primary legislation would be introduced during the next legislative session.
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Levels of support for primaries and caucuses, respectively, altered considerably when the two systems were contrasted in descriptive terms only, without lavels and the associations they carry. The margin preferring primaries to caucuses shrank by 40 percent when respondents were asked to agree or disagree with the proposition that having people gather to discuss the candidates before voting would be a better way to pick presidential candidates than letting people simply vote and leave (Table 1) . In fact, several items revealed that many who prefer the primary system nevertheless recognize that the caucuses offer certain advantages over the primaries. For instance, 65 percent of the respondents agreed that "those who take the time to attend party delegate selection caucuses are usually better informed than the average primary voter," and a slight plurality (39 to 33 percent) agreed that "the caucus meetings could be a good way to get more people directly involved in our government"
The bottom line is that the Likert index for all of the items comparing primaries to caucuses in Table 1 is 2.34, which indicates a tendency closer to "agreement" (that primaries are better) than to "mixed feelings." Central Arkansans register a clear, but not "strong", preference for the primary system of delegate selection.
As we had expected, Democrats proved stronger supporters of the party caucuses than other respondents, but by a slighter margin that expected. Democrats registered a Likert score of 2.49 over the items in Table 1 , com pared to a Likert score of 2.44 for Republicans and 2.33 for independents. This margin widened somewhat when partisanship was controlled for strength of party identification. Strong Democrats registered a Likert score of 2.52 over the above items, compared to only 2.34 for strong Republicans, who appear to prefer presidential primaries to their own caucus system of delegate selection somewhat more than do weak Republicans (Likert-2.58). Perhaps this may be read as evidence of mischievous intent on the part of some strong Republicans.
Also as expected, respondents who had attended the caucuses proved somewhat more supportive of the caucuses than those who had not attended. The Likert index for caucus participants' responses to all of the items in Table 1 is almost 3.0. However, cross-tabulation and contingency coefficients for each individual item indicate at best a weak association between attendance and support for caucuses, and the N of those attending is so small (76) that even a strong association would be inconclusive at best Indeed, the small N of those attending the caucuses rendered meaning less any attempt to confirm the hypothesis that Jackson and Hart supporters should register higher than average levels of opposition to the caucus system. However, we did cross-tabulate attitudes toward die caucus system by race to see if such an analysis might suggest dissatisfaction with the caucuses among Jackson supporters, and were surprised to find that blacks registered support for caucuses comparable to that of caucus participants, and scored about 0.4 closer to "mixed feelings" (a relativelymore positive evaluation) than did whites.
Open or Closed Primary?
Our findings concerning the open-versus-closed primary issue contained several surprises. The biggest, of course, was the turnaround in opinion on this question in central Arkansas since 1982. At that time, 63 percent of the respondents answered "no" and 26 percent answered "yes" when asked if voters from one party "should be barred" from the other party's primary. In 1984, however, 58 percent of the respondents agreed and only 28 percent disagreed with the statement, "it is unfair to let supporters of one party help pick the other party's candidates" (see Table 2 ). Two factors may have contributed to the different finding. One is that Likert items offer a wider range of responses (and thus are presumably more accurate) than the "yes or no" option available to 1982 respondents. The other is that the 1984 Lik£rt item only asks respondents what they think is fair, and does not ask them to approve restrictive measures, as the 1982 survey-item does. Note that when the 1984 respondents were read the statement, "voters should have to declare their loyalty to a party in order to help pick the party's candidates for office," the percentage of those who agreed dropped to 44 percent while those who disagreed rose to 42 per cent ( Table 2 ). The respondents were even less willing (in fact, a plurality were opposed) to require independents to declare loyalty to a party in order to vote in its primary. It appears that those who at first agreed that cross-over voting was unfair may not have been familiar with or had not thought about the disfranchisement that "fairness" would entail; or that Arkansans may not like prohibitions and may not wish to regulate every practice that is recognized as unfair.
Nonetheless, even the latter two items in Table 2 show considerably more support for a closed primary than the 1982 question did. The Likert index for all three items is 2.91, which is much closer to "mixed feelings" than "agree" but indicates a slight preference among central Arkansans for the closed primary format.
Contrary to what we expected, Democrats, whose control over their own presidential nomination and delegate-selection process is in question, ap peared little more inclined than other respondents to prefer a closed primary format (See Tables 3  and 4) . Indeed, the Chi Square level of significance for Table 3 indicates a 55 percent probability that such a frequency distribution could result from chance. By controlling for strength of partisan attachment, we discovered that strong Democrats and strong Republicans do register somewhat stronger differences with each other over the three open-versus-closed primary items in Table 2 . Strong Democrats register a Likert score of 2.45 for these combined items, compared to a Likert score of 2.82 for strong Republicans. Weak Democrats and weak Republicans cancelled this mild divergence by registering an amazingly similar distribution of responses on these items (two of these distributions are shown in Tables 5 and 6 ).
Conclusion Gary D. Wekkin and Barton L. Sherwood
It is unwise to measure popular attitudes on the basis of one or two simple indicators. Where certain individual items indicated overwhelming support for primaries over caucuses and solid support for closed over open primaries, other measures used yielded significantly different findings. Moreover, this uncertainty of opinion spans all partisan and racial categories~no significant relationship exists between partisan identification, race, or any other demographic variable (age, gender, education, occupation, income) and one's opinions concerning delegate selection format. This suggests that public opinion remains very malleable with respect to delegate selection methods.
Those elected officials and party leaders who recently enacted legislation mandating the selection of national convention delegates through an open presidential primary in 1988 perhaps should reconsider that hasty action. There really is not as much anti-caucus sentiment among the public as some have assumed there is. Perhaps with more voter education and better organization of the caucuses, the system might perform better a second time. In any case, the soft, pliable state of current opinion of these questions affords Arkansas Democratic leaders considerable latitude to do as they wish without much fear of public reprisal. Neither the caucus nor a closed primary would spark as much controversy in Arkansas as has occurred in the open primary states of the upper midwest.
On the other hand, the somewhat mystifying results of this central Arkansas sample implicitly convey the extent of which the partisan beliefs and electoral behavior of Arkansans and of voters in other border and southern states have begun to resemble certain classical democratic beliefs (e.g., open parties and elections, mass individual participation) that are characteristic of what Elazar terms the "moralistic" political culture of our northern tier of states (1972: 10-30) . Savage and his associates (1977; already have suggested that Arkansans inhabiting the northwestern Ozarks region contiguous to Oklahoma and Missouri subscribe to a number of participatory values and policy preferences consonant with the "moralistic" cultural stream. According to our data, central Arkansans' value preferences concerning the presidential-nomination and delegate-selection processes seem to sprawl between the open, participatory values of the northern tier and the more restrictive, differential, complacent ideals of the "traditionalistic" political culture of the southern rim. Even the strong partisans interviewed in this study were only slightly less inclined than other respondents to regard the nomination and delegate-selection functions as rightfully the domain of the voting masses, rather than of enrolled party members and self-designated adherents. In appears that regardless of their different regional, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds, most Americans today think of democracy as a procedure, not as a condition or result. Government by the people is preferred to government fo r the people, and participation is valued more than the viability of in stitutions and the choices they make, even in a nominally "traditionalistic" southern state such as Arkansas. Gazette opined that "independent-minded Arkansans" would never embrace a system which required them to sign declarations of loyalty to the Democratic party and cast their votes before a public gathering (Westmoreland 1985: 12) . 4. Data are available from the senior author.
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